
Get digital AP1 ready with 
InfoTrack and SOS
HM Land Registry have announced that from November 2022 they will cease to accept 
scanned or PDF copies of AP1s, and instead are mandating all register applications to 
be digitally submitted. This is a significant and important change for the industry and 
supports InfoTrack’s vision to lead the digital development of conveyancing. InfoTrack 
was an early adopter of HM Land Registry’s Business Gateway and digital submissions, 
with the first digital AP1 submission being processed by us back in 2016. Since then, we 
have successfully processed over 550,000 digital AP1 submissions, as well as the first 
AP1 submission with electronically signed witnessed deeds. With an estimated 80% of 
AP1s still being submitted manually, many conveyancers must now prepare for the move 
to digital AP1s and familiarise themselves with the processes required for the change.

We’ve created this digital pack to help you successfully migrate to a digital AP1 solution 
with ease. To find out more about digital AP1s, click here. 

• Click here to read our recent press release: ‘InfoTrack scales up to meet digital AP1 
influx’

• Click here to read our recent blog post: ‘Digital AP1 – six things every conveyancing 
firm needs to know’

• We have a series of webinars on digital AP1s coming up in January and February – 
stay tuned to our social media feeds for more updates, or take a look at our events 
page

See for yourself
Click here if you’d like to 

book a demo of our digital 
AP1 solution.

Any questions? 
Please drop an email to  
sales@infotrack.co.uk

“InfoTrack’ s online AP1 system has revolutionised the 
way in which we work. Being able to pre-populate 
and integrate our case management system with 
HMLR, InfoTrack saves so much time. Duplication of 
tasks is ended. Time is saved and what was a boring 
administration task takes much less time. The savings to 
the team are immense and I cannot recommend it highly 
enough. I think I would cry if it was no longer available!” 
Paul Sams, Partner at Dutton Gregory
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